VANITY METRICS

IN BUSINESS
AND SOCCER
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PLAYER A VS PLAYER B
Let's suppose that you are the manager
of a soccer team and would like to
recruit a new player. Two players have
been suggested to you
Player A and Player B
Since you are a data driven manager,
you let data lead you in your decision.
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PLAYER A LAST YEAR RECORDS
The agent hands you out the data for Palyer A and you jaw
drops to the floor.

Here are the results achieved by him in the last season:

Most nutmegs in a season
Entitled the best dribbler
by a local magazine
Dribbled 5 players on
average each game
Entitled the fastest
player by another local
magazine
Most chip shots in the last
season
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LET'S CHOOSE HIM!
You are so impressed by the results achieved by the player A that
you think it would be a waste of time to go through player B.
The fans would love to see a player who can put a delightful show.
Every time there is a nutmeg, the fans cheer and get excited. What
would be better than seeing a stricker who dribbles the opponent
one by one and crushed their self confidence.
You ask the agent if the player B had any nutmegs and he replies
with an emphatic NO and this makes you even more confident about
your decision. Your team is in urgent need of a striker and you need
to make a decision fast, so let it be Player A.

But the agent urges you to take a look
at player B results before finalizing
the decision!
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PLAYER B LAST YEAR'S RECORD
After looking at the stats for the second player, you just
realize that you have made a big mistake
Here are the results for player B

Scored 45 goals in the last season
Average 1.3 goals each game
Lead goal scorer of the season
20 assists in the last season
Average 5 shots on target each game
Average 5 shots on target each game

Player B is simply a goal king......
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THIS IS YOUR MOMENT OF EPIPHANY
The fans do get excited when there is a nutmeg, or when a
player crushes the opponent by dribbling them, but what
excites them even more is seeing their team scoring goals
and winning games.
You had a major problem in your team during the last
season and it was that you lacked a striker with a finishing
skill. The most important goal of a soccer team is to score
goals and win games.

Player A was a good player
because he had so much
technique but lacked finishing
skills. Nutmegs and dribbling
are nice to have skills, but at
the end of the day, scoring
goals in all that counts.
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VANITY METRICS ARE METRICS THAT MAKE
YOU LOOK GOOD TO OTHERS BUT DO NOT
HELP YOU UNDERSTAND YOUR OWN
PERFORMANCE IN A WAY THAT INFORMS
FUTURE STRATEGIES.
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VANITY METRICS ARE THE TRAPS
That a lot of marketing teams are faced with, it is good to
have a large social media follower base or get millions of
impressions on your marketing communication materials or
being featured in marketing publications as the creative guys
on the block.

A marketing communications campaign that is featured on
ten publications as a creative campaign but does not drive
any sales at the end of the day is just like a player who
dribbles 5 players each game but cannot score any goals.

Digital marketing reports are bombarded with vanity metrics
that are nice at the first glance but do not lead to any action.
This is your role as an astute marketer to spot vanity metrics
and focus on other important ones.
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TMTMTM
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THE METRICS THAT MATTER THE MOST
TMTMTMs stands for the metrics that matter the most and it
is your role as a marketing leader to identify them and focus
on them in your activities.

Some common TMTMTMs are new sales, repeat purchae,
new leads, new paying cusotmers, brand awareness and
brand equity measures. Identifying these metrics let you
avoid the vanity metrics trap and use them as a road towards
your critcial metrics and business objectives.

Next up, when you want to collaborate with an advertising
agency and they hand you the report for a marketing
communications campaign, try to evaluate their efforts using
TMTMTMs rather than vanity metrics.
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THANKS FOR YOUR
ATTENTION.
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